Traffic anomalies can create network congestion, so its prompt and accurate detection would allow network operators to make decisions to guarantee the network performance avoiding services to experience any perturbation. In this paper, we focus on origin-destination (OD) traffic anomalies; to efficiently detect those, we study two different anomaly detection methods based on data analytics and combine them with three monitoring strategies. In view of the short monitoring period needed to reduce anomaly detection, which entails large amount of monitoring data to be collected and analyzed in a centralized repository, we propose bringing data analytics to the network nodes to efficiently detect traffic anomalies, while keeping traffic estimation centralized. Once an OD traffic anomaly is detected, a network reconfiguration can be triggered to adapt the network to the new traffic conditions. However, an external event might cause multiple related traffic anomalies. In the case of triggering a network reconfiguration just after one traffic anomaly is detected, some Key Performance Indicators (KPI) such as the number of network reconfigurations and the total reconfiguration time would be unnecessarily high. In light of that, we propose the Anomaly and Network Reconfiguration (ALCOR) method to anticipate whether other ODs are anomalous after detecting one anomalous OD pair. Exhaustive simulation results on a realistic network scenario show that the monitoring period should be as low as possible (e,g., 1 min) to keep anomaly detection times low, which clearly motivates to place traffic anomaly detection function in the network nodes. In the case of multiple anomalies, results show that ALCOR can significantly improve KPIs such as the number of network reconfigurations, total reconfiguration time, as well as traffic losses.
II. OD TRAFFIC ANOMALIES
Before detecting OD traffic anomalies, traffic behavior needs to be firstly characterized. To this aim, some OD traffic models need to be fitted, so as to generate predictions against which monitored values can be compared. OD traffic models can be computed for the expected average by predicting two response variables: the mean (µ od ) and the standard deviation (σ od ). For the sake of simplicity, hereafter we use just µ and σ in the understanding that those refer to the mean and standard deviation, respectively for a specific OD pair. Fig. 1 illustrates the main steps of the process. Monitoring traffic values for every OD pair are collected from the packet nodes at a given monitoring period, denoted as δ. OD traffic models are fitted with these data (Fig. 1a ). Upper and lower bounds, computed as μ±3σ, and traffic samples for a given od pair and for a typical day are shown in Fig. 1b . Received monitored data can be now compared against its od traffic model and those out-of-bound values are considered as atypical (Fig. 1c) . Notwithstanding, its detection does not entail a traffic anomaly evidence. In fact, the decision of whether an atypical sample is considered as a traffic anomaly cannot be based on just one single sample, but in observing some previous samples and computing a sort of likelihood of that od to be anomalous; we call this as score. Score values are compared against a defined threshold value (εA) and those scores exceeding such threshold are considered as anomalies. An example is depicted in Fig. 1d , where an anomaly is detected after receiving two atypical values and considering some other previous within-bound samples. As pointed out in the introduction, a virtual network reconfiguration can be triggered after an anomaly is detected so as to adapt its topology to the new traffic conditions. Let us assume now that an event causes several related OD traffic anomalies. For illustrative purposes, Fig. 2 shows an example where a traffic anomaly has been detected in OD R1→R3 (note that threshold ε A has been violated at time t 0 ); the score evolution with time for several monitoring intervals is shown in Fig. 2a . Note that a purely per-OD reconfiguration would immediately trigger a network reconfiguration after the R1→R3 OD traffic anomaly is detected ( Fig. 2b ). Let us assume that the monitoring period δ is fixed to 1 minute and the reconfiguration process takes δ r , e.g., 2 minutes. Then, network reconfiguration process for OD pair R1→R3 will end at t 0 + δ r . Later, at t 0 +3δ, an OD traffic anomaly in pair R1→R5 is confirmed and thus, the controller triggers a new reconfiguration for such OD that finishes at t 0 +3δ+δ r . While the network reconfiguration for OD pair R1→R5 is still in progress, another anomaly for OD pair R1→R2 is detected at t 0 +4δ, but the reconfiguration for that OD anomaly needs to be delayed until that for OD pair R1→R5 finishes. Therefore, reconfiguration for OD pair R1→R5 starts at t 0 +5δ and finishes at t 0 +5δ+δ r .
To reduce the number of reconfigurations and minimize the time when the last reconfiguration finishes thus reducing traffic losses, a procedure to detect multiple OD anomalies would be useful. To that end, we propose the ALCOR method to analyze other ODs and to compare their scores against a different threshold ε S for suspicious ODs. ALCOR aims at improving the considered KPIs by reducing the number of network reconfigurations, as well as the total reconfiguration time in the case of multiple anomalies. This is achieved by avoiding the case when anomalies are detected while the reconfiguration triggered by other anomalies is still in process. Thus, ALCOR anticipates the reconfiguration of some suspicious ODs with sufficient evidence to shortly become anomalous. Since those anomalies are related, we propose to focus that analysis on outgoing OD pairs R1→N, as well as on incoming ODs M→R3.
In the example in Fig. 2 , a threshold violation ε S is detected for OD pair R1→R5 after the detection of an anomaly in OD pair R1→R3 at time t 0 . After predicting the evolution of the R1→R5 score by means of extrapolation based on past score values (lines with square markers in Fig. 2a ), the occurrence of an anomaly during next 2δ in such suspicious OD pair is discarded and hence, reconfiguration of OD pair R1→R3 is triggered at t 0 . Later on, OD pair R1→R5 anomaly arises and OD pair R1→R2 is identified as suspicious. In this case, there is sufficient evidence to declare the latter as anomalous in the next time interval and consequently, it is jointly reconfigured with OD pair R1→R5 at time t 0 +3δ. As a result, preparing the network for the new traffic conditions takes 2δ time units less than the total time required by the per-OD reconfiguration.
III. OD TRAFFIC ANOMALY DETECTION

A. OD traffic anomaly detection method
As stated in the introduction, two different methods for anomaly detection are studied: traffic-based and scorebased, where the methods, already proposed in the literature, are adapted for OD traffic anomaly detection. The adapted traffic-based method consists in detecting anomalies after receiving a number of consecutive atypical monitoring data with respect to the μ±3σ confidence interval.
The score-based method is a probabilistic classifier with two labels for the response: normal and anomaly. The algorithm (see Table I ) is based on a multi-response model to predict whether a sequence of consecutive traffic data belongs to the normal class or, on the contrary, there is sufficient evidence to declare it as anomalous. Since this method considers previous (not only atypical) traffic monitoring data, it has the capability of potentially anticipating traffic anomalies thus, reducing detection time compared to that of the traffic -based method. The algorithm starts when a traffic monitoring data of a given OD pair y(t) is received in time t; let ŷ(t) be the normalized value of y(t) with respect to the average model, i.e.,:
where μ(t) and σ(t) are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of the traffic model for such OD pair at time t. Note that a normalized value equal to k means that y(t) = µ(t)+k•σ(t). After normalization, ŷ(t) is stored in a fixedsize data series Ŷ containing the last m normalized traffic data received. Therefore, at a given time t, Ŷ contains the following normalized traffic data:
where N represents the multivariate Gaussian distribution with mx1 zero vector mean and mxm identity covariance matrix. This multivariate distribution is the key result of normalizing traffic by means of µ and σ models. Note that the identity covariance matrix indicates unitary standard deviation for every single ŷ value and no correlation between any pair of elements in Ŷ(t). Hence, we can conclude that Ŷ(t) contains independent and identically distributed random variables each following the univariate standard Gaussian distribution z~N(0,1). 
According to the aforementioned properties of the normalized traffic, let us define the probability p(i)=1-P(z≤|ŷ (ti)|) as an indicator of how likely is to consider ŷ as a normal traffic value. Therefore, we assume that smaller (i.e., less probable) p(i) values will be observed in case of an anomaly. Based on these individual probabilities, we define a score function s(t) to compute how likely is that a data series Ŷ(t) does not belong to the normal class. The score s(t) is defined as:
In view of eq. (3), it is worth noting that the lower the probabilities of ŷ variables, the lower the product of probabilities and inversely, the higher the score. To decide whether an anomaly is detected, we simply compare s(t) against the ε A threshold that normal data series Ŷ(t) do not practically exceed. Then, there is sufficient evidence to detect an anomaly in OD pair in time t if s(t) ≥ ε A .
B. Proposed architecture and monitoring strategies
To efficiently implement OD-based traffic anomaly detection methods, we propose the modules depicted in Fig. 3 that are all of them, for the moment, assumed to be placed in the network controller. In such centralized architecture, traffic samples are collected from the packet nodes and stored in the collected data repository. Collected data can be conveniently summarized in modeled data, e.g., by computing average values. The Estimator module applies data analytics on samples from the modeled data repository to estimate the specific models for every OD pair, which are stored in a model repository. Models predict response variables for the average OD traffic (i.e., µ(t) and σ(t)). An anomaly detection module is in charge of detecting traffic anomalies; it first verifies whether a just arrived monitored OD traffic value is out of bounds and, only in such case, its current score is computed and compared against threshold εA. Upon the detection of an anomalous OD pair, the ALCOR module is in charge of deciding the ODs for which VNT reconfiguration needs to be triggered. Fig. 4 presents a general view of the centralized architecture and details module placement, as well as the monitoring parameters that the network controller can configure in the network nodes. Analyzing the placement, it is clear that repositories need to be centralized, since data can be used for several purposes that might require a global view of the network. Regarding model fitting, it can be carried out in the controller from monitoring data collected every 15-minute period. However, that monitoring period would impact on the time to detect OD traffic anomalies and hence, shorter monitoring period would be preferred from that viewpoint. For instance, if the target time to detect traffic anomalies is within the 5 minutes after they appear, the monitoring period cannot exceed that value (results are presented in section V). In consequence, δ is a key parameter to study since reducing it entails increasing the amount of monitoring data to be conveyed from the network nodes to the collected data repository in the controller.
Aiming at limiting the amount of collected data, in this paper we propose studying the performance of the following monitoring strategies: i) the traditional fixed monitoring period strategy but reducing its period to accelerate anomaly detection; ii) a dynamic monitoring strategy, where the monitoring period can be re-programmed during the day; and iii) a reactive monitoring strategy (c:f) that uses a coarse monitoring period (c) and re-configures it to a finer period (f) after detecting the first atypical monitoring data. From the possible combination of methods and strategies, we focus on studying the four most relevant approaches (Table II) : i) traffic-based with fixed monitoring (traffic-fixed); ii) score-based with fixed monitoring (score-fixed); iii) score-based with dynamic monitoring (dynamic); and iv) score-based with reactive monitoring (reactive). Another different option is to place the traffic anomaly detection functionality inside the network nodes, as depicted in Fig. 5 ; we call this as the distributed architecture. This way, data analytics for anomaly detection has access to fine-grained monitoring data every δ period, which allows achieving low detection times while keeping a larger monitoring period (e.g., 15 minutes) for model fitting thus, reducing the amount of monitoring data to be collected. 
IV. THE ANOMALY AND NETWORK RECONFIGURATION (ALCOR) METHOD
This section presents the ALCOR method that identifies multiple related anomalies; the score value defined in section III is used to decide whether to trigger a network reconfiguration with only confirmed anomalous OD pairs or anticipate further anomaly evidences in suspicious OD pairs. Assuming the distributed architecture ( Fig. 5 ), ALCOR configures every node in the network specifying, among other parameters, the anomaly detection thresholds (ε A and ε S ). Initially, nodes only monitor outgoing OD traffic and periodically send average values towards the controller, which estimates the coefficients to model OD traffic (Fig. 6a ). The coefficients for every OD pair are forwarded to the origin and destination nodes and are used together with the ε A threshold to detect traffic anomalies. Whenever an OD traffic anomaly is detected by a node (i.e., OD pair R1→R3 in Fig. 6 ), a notification is sent to the controller and, as a result, ALCOR decides to activate the notification for threshold ε S in origin node for all outgoing OD pairs o→N, as well as to activate traffic monitoring for the incoming ODs M→d and ε S threshold notification in the destination node (i.e., R1→{R2, R3, R4, R5} and {R1, R2, R4, R5}→R3 in Fig. 6b ). ALCOR decision problem can be addressed by solving the algorithm presented in Table III . The algorithm receives an od in the set of OD pairs in the network, for which an anomaly threshold thr (either ε S or ε A ) has been exceed at time t and returns a set of tuples with the OD pairs to be reconfigured together with the threshold violated and the time of such event. Note that in normal conditions, network nodes are configured to send notifications only after threshold ε A is exceeded and therefore, no notification is sent when the score for any OD pair exceeds ε S . Only when one network node notifies about an OD pair threshold violation some network nodes will be configured to send notifications for ε S violations in some of the monitored OD pairs. In that regard, line 1 in Table III checks whether ALCOR can start making decisions.
In case that no decision process is started yet, auxiliary sets are initialized and variable decisionOngoing is set (lines 2-4 in Table III ). Next, the network controller configures monitoring parameters to detect ε S violations for every other OD pairs leaving node o and entering node d (line 5). Note that initially only outgoing OD traffic was monitored to detect ε A violations. Sets of monitored ODs are updated, containing those ODs being monitored for threshold ε A (M A ), outgoing ODs for threshold ε S (M So ) and incoming ODs for threshold ε S (M Si ). The partial solution Sol is updated with the detected anomaly and a timer is started waiting for new evidences (lines 7-8). When the controller receives an ε S violation, Sol is updated and timers disabled (lines 10-12).
The function decideReconfiguration(·) detailed in Table IV is used to select which ODs in Sol needs to be actually reconfigured. Recall that Sol contains both anomalous and suspicious ODs; the former subset will be always reconfigured (lines 3-4 in Table IV) whereas ODs in the latter group are analyzed one by one and selected (or not) for reconfiguration (lines 6-12). Specifically, the normalized monitored traffic Ŷ is used to estimate the expected normalized traffic for the next δ r time. Although normalized traffic presents a stationary behavior around zero mean under normal conditions, the presence of an anomaly dramatically alters this behavior causing sharp increasing trend during anomaly lifetime.
The procedure to predict future normalized traffic is based on linear extrapolation from observed Ŷ data series assuming that observations in Ŷ are linearly correlated with time, i.e., ŷ(t) values in Ŷ can be expressed a linear function of t. To guarantee that linearity, we obtain Ŷ' as the transformed Ŷ data series after applying a Box-Cox transformation [21] (line 7). In brief, that procedure finds the transformation parameter λ that returns Ŷ' with the highest linear correlation with respect to time. Once λ is obtained, every ŷ' in Ŷ' is computed as follows: (Fig. 7a) , normalized traffic values present stationary behavior around 0, as well as no linear correlation. However, under unexpected traffic Ŷ shows a remarkable increasing trend with time, which might be non-linear. We propose the Box-Cox transformation in equation (4) to prepare data for linear regression fitting (Fig. 7c ). Therefore, linear extrapolation can likely predict expected future normalized traffic in the event of an anomaly. 
Normalized traffic for the future δ r time is then forecast (line 8) and the obtained value is used to update Ŷ (lines 9 and 10); updated Ŷ contains monitored normalized traffic in the first m-x positions and forecast normalized traffic in the last x positions. This data is used to compute the predicted score (see section III) and compared against ε A (lines 11 and 12) .
V. ILLUSTRATIVE RESULTS
In this section, we first study the performance of the proposed strategies and methods for traffic anomaly detection, where each anomaly affects one single OD pair. Next, we apply ALCOR when multiple anomalies arise together and study the obtained performance.
A. Scenario
For evaluation purposes we developed an ad-hoc event-driven simulator in OMNET++ and considered a scenario with ten packet nodes (i.e., 90 OD pairs). OD traffic and traffic anomalies were generated separately and subsequently combined (Fig. 8) . Traffic (Fig. 8a) is generated as the summation of two different functions: mean and noise, where traffic mean represents a normal day with values varying along day hours and noise is a random function with mean zero and a given standard deviation. Regarding anomalies, they are generated following a pulse function (Fig. 8b) , where the raising front consists of an exponential function and are used as a multiplicative factor over traffic (Fig. 8c ). Anomalies can be configured to be triggered at any specific time and with any specific duration and scaling factor. As an example, an anomaly can be generated to multiply traffic by x1.5, last for two hours and reach 90% of its maximum value at the first 30 minutes. The Estimator module was implemented in C++ and integrated in the simulator, whereas the ALCOR module implementing the anomaly detector was developed in R and kept as a separated standalone module. Generated traffic values were used as input of an R function that computed the score of every OD pair and returned whether an OD exceeded a threshold.
Before evaluating the performance of the previously proposed strategies and methods, some key parameters need to be determined. To this aim, we run some simulations without adding traffic anomalies so as to produce monitoring data for the normal traffic. From those simulations, we observed that the maximum amount of consecutive atypical monitoring traffic data in an OD pair was 2. In consequence, anomalies will be detected by the traffic-based method proposed in section III when 3 or more consecutive atypical values are monitored. Regarding the score-based method, we considered m=5 and δr = 2 min. To tune ε A and ε S values, we analyzed their impact on the defined KPIs. The choice of the ε A was focused on minimizing the values of these KPIs. Regarding the value of ε S , we selected a value of 10 that is high enough for the sample to be out of the interval μ±3σ and it is low enough to allow that many OD traffic pairs to be considered by the ALCOR method. To tune ε A we run experiments to study how the influence of that threshold on the selected KPIs: i) the number of reconfigurations that need to be performed when multiple anomalies arrive; ii) the total time required to detect all the anomalies and to reconfigure the network; and iii) normalized volume traffic that is lost due to network congestion before reconfiguration finishes (we assume that all traffic exceeding 3σ will be lost). Fig. 9 shows the results; we can conclude, in view of the figure, that ε A = 1000 provides the best overall results.
B. Single OD Traffic Anomalies
Graphs in Fig. 10 plot, for several hours of the day, the anomaly detection time for the considered detection methods and monitoring strategies, where the monitoring period is in the interval [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] minutes. We observe that although anomaly detection time varies for the different considered hours of day, detection time increases remarkably with the traffic-fixed approach when the monitoring period increases. This is in contrast to the moderated increment achieved by the score-fixed one. In the case of the reactive approach, where we assume a (c=5:f=1) min. monitoring strategy, slightly lower detection times with respect to the previous approaches can be observed. The table in Fig. 10 reports the gains in detection time for the studied hours of day, where using a finer monitoring period after an out-of-bound traffic sample is detected provides gains between 1% and 30%. Fig. 11 focuses on studying in depth the potentials of the score-fixed and illustrates how anomaly detection depends on different factors such as the changes on traffic volume among the different hours of the day for the same monitoring period. This opens the opportunity to dynamically adapt the monitoring period for different hours of day and achieve the same anomaly detection times (Dynamic monitoring). Note that this is positive since to achieve low detection times, 1-minute period should be fixed. Hence, by relaxing the monitoring period we are effectively reducing the amount of monitoring data to be collected in the centralized repository. Fig. 12 shows the amount of monitored data to be collected along the day when reducing δ. E.g., assuming a 5 minutes period, 288 monitoring samples per OD and day need to be collected achieving 5.14 and 4.62 min. detection times for the score-fixed and the reactive approaches, respectively. Finally, Table V compares the amount of data to be collected in the centralized and the distributed architecture as a function of the required detection time for both, anomaly detection and traffic modelling. Note that the amount of data in the case of the distributed architecture, is constant and equal to one sample every 15 min, since monitored data is exclusively used for traffic modelling purposes. Even though the different proposed methods for anomaly detection can be improved by changing the monitoring period, the best solution to avoid dealing with huge amount of monitored data is clearly to place the traffic anomaly detection directly into the network node, as proposed in section III.B.
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C. Multiple OD Traffic Anomalies
Let us first evaluate the accuracy of the decisions that ALCOR makes based on traffic linear extrapolation. Recall that ALCOR applies traffic linear extrapolation and the result is used as input to compute the expected score and makes reconfiguration decisions based on that forecast data (see decideReconfiguration(·) function in Table IV ). We define that a decision in time t is incorrect if the decideReconfiguration(·) function predicts all the scores in the interval [t+1, t+δ r ] for a given OD pair to be below ε A (reconfiguration decision is not made at time t), while later on some score within that interval actually exceeds ε A (reconfiguration decision is made at time in [t+1, t+δ r ]). In our simulations, the decideReconfiguration(·) function was triggered 300 times, resulting in incorrect decisions in only 5.65% of the times. Therefore, the goodness-of-fit of the traffic linear extrapolation model for score prediction purposes is verified.
Let us now consider multiple anomalies affecting different OD pairs. As concluded in the previous subsection, we assume the distributed monitoring architecture. In this regard, let us study the performance of the proposed ALCOR method and compare that against a purely per-OD reconfiguration strategy. In addition, to evaluate the performance of the predictive capacity of ALCOR, we compare its performance against running the ALCOR algorithm under a perfect information assumption (ALCOR-PI), where the decision of reconfiguration is made with perfect knowledge of the future, i.e., it makes perfect decisions.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed ALCOR algorithm, we focus on the KPIs defined: i) the number of reconfigurations; ii) the total time required to reconfigure the network; and iii) normalized volume traffic that is lost. Graphs in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 present the results for two different scenarios, when four traffic anomalies arrive close in time one to the other (scenario 1) or more spaced (scenario 2). Fig. 13a and Fig. 14a plot the evolution of normalized traffic values as a function of the time; under normal conditions they should be centered on zero (the mean value) and within some interval in terms of σ. When a traffic anomaly occurs in an OD, the normalized traffic changes sharply. Notwithstanding that sharp variation, it is difficult to set thresholds for normalized traffic values since the probability of observing values out of normal boundaries (e.g., 3σ) is not negligible and therefore, the score presented in section III that considers previous traffic values is used. Fig. 13b and Fig. 14b plot the computed scores against time for the four affected ODs under the considered scenarios. Note the difference between normalized traffic and score for OD pairs 6→9 and 6→2 in scenario 1 (Fig. 13 a) ; although the normalized traffic value is around 2σ at minute 5 and minute 8 for OD pairs 6→9 and 6→2, respectively, their score values are under εS for OD pair 6→9 and above ε S for OD pair 6→2.
Comparing both scenarios, it is clear that ALCOR would made different decisions in each case. For instance, in scenario 1, when the first anomaly in OD pair 6→9 is detected at minute 7, OD pair 6→2 has already exceeded ε S threshold. In this scenario, ALCOR would detect that and run the decideReconfiguration(·) function. To clarify score extrapolation, Fig. 15 plots the score values computed when an anomaly has been detected (dark markers) and the predicted score values for the next two minutes (dotted markers) for those OD pairs with scores exceeding ε S threshold. Then, ALCOR will find that OD pair 6→2 will not become anomalous in the next 2 minutes (see predicted scores for OD pair 6→2 in Fig. 15 ) and it will trigger a network reconfiguration only for OD pair 6→9. Later, at minute 10 OD pair 6→2 violates ε A ; at that time, score extrapolation anticipate that OD pairs 6→1 and 6→8 will become anomalous in the next 2 minutes (see Fig. 15 ), so ALCOR triggers a network reconfiguration for all three OD pairs. Interestingly, the per-OD reconfiguration would need 3 reconfigurations, 1 more than ALCOR and delays the network adaptation in 2 minutes.
Similarly, the first OD traffic anomaly is detected in pair 6→9 at minute 4 under scenario 2. Nonetheless, since no evidences of other anomalous ODs are found, ALCOR decides to trigger a reconfiguration for that OD pair. When a new OD traffic anomaly is detected in pair 6→2 at minute 10, OD pair 6→8 also violates ε S threshold and shows evidences of becoming anomalous in the next 2 minutes, so ALCOR triggers a new reconfiguration for both ODs. Finally, a third reconfiguration is triggered for OD pair 6→1 at minute 15. Note that the per-OD strategy needs four reconfigurations and, although the network would be adapted to the new conditions at the same time as in the case of ALCOR, the per-OD strategy increases traffic losses in a 27%. Fig. 13 . Normalized traffic and score values against time for the anomaly scenario 1. Fig. 15 . Real and predicted score values against time for the three OD pairs in anomaly scenario 1.
Normalized traffic values
In view if the above, it is interesting to study the performance of ALCOR under several traffic anomaly interarrival times and let us consider the scenario where six ODs are affected and assuming an anomaly scaling factor x2. Fig. 16 shows that applying ALCOR algorithm results in an improved in the defined KPIs, i.e., reduction in the number of reconfigurations (Fig. 16a ), total reconfiguration time (Fig. 16b ), and traffic loss (Fig. 16c ), compared to the per-OD strategy even when anomaly inter-arrival time is as high as 3 min (larger than that of the considered reconfiguration time). Table VI summarizes the gains from applying ALCOR. Interestingly, ALCOR performs virtually like ALCOR-PI; however, this could be as a result of the high value of the considered anomaly scaling factor, so let us analyze the influence of the traffic anomaly intensity on the performance of ALCOR (Fig. 17) . We studied the range for anomaly scaling factors from x1.4 up to x2, considering that lower scaling factors can hardly considered as traffic anomalies since they produce traffic values within the limits of normal traffic (see Fig. 1b ). One can observe how the intensity affects both the number of reconfigurations (Fig. 17a) , the total reconfiguration time (Fig. 17b) , and traffic loss (Fig. 17c) , showing ALCOR a better performance than that of the per-OD approach in all the cases and getting closer to the ALCOR-PI method as soon as the scaling factor increases.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Traffic anomalies affecting OD pairs are known to disturb the correct network operation, so it is of paramount importance its prompt detection. In this paper, two different anomaly detection methods have been studied: trafficbased and score-based, where the first consists in detecting anomalies after receiving a number of consecutive atypical monitoring data with respect to the μ±3σ confidence interval, while the latter is a probabilistic classifier that assigns two labels for the response: normal and anomaly. Besides, an algorithm based on a multi-response model has been presented to predict whether a sequence of consecutive traffic data belongs to the normal class or, on the contrary, there is sufficient evidence to declare it as anomalous.
A traffic anomaly detection architecture has been proposed based on the following components: i) traffic samples from every OD pair are collected at a given rate and stored in the collected data repository; ii) collected data is used by a traffic anomalies detection module, to compare its value against that of a predicted traffic model; iii) an estimator module that pre-processes collected data to fit multi-response predictive traffic models for the average. Predictive models include both, mean and deviation as response variables. All these components were first assumed to be placed centralized in the network controller.
Different function placement architectures and monitoring strategies were explored for the data analytics to perform OD traffic anomaly detection aiming at reducing anomaly detection times. It was shown that 15-minute monitoring cannot provide the short anomaly detection times required to react against unexpected traffic changes. Consequently, four different approaches mixing detection methods and monitoring strategies have been proposed using the centralized architecture; the shortest anomaly detection times were achieved when monitoring every 1 min. However, this represents a large amount of data storage in the centralized controller. In view of the above, an alternative distributed architecture was proposed where the proposed data analytics method for OD anomaly detection were moved to the network nodes thus, relaxing data collection from the centralized controller to the traditional 15-min. period, that can be used for traffic modelling and estimation purposes.
After detecting an OD traffic anomaly, a network reconfiguration can be triggered to avoid traffic losses as a result of capacity exhaustion. However, in the event of multiple related anomalous OD pairs, its detection can be spread along the time, which would entail unnecessary number of network reconfigurations and long total reconfiguration time. In view of that, the ALCOR method was proposed to identify multiple related OD traffic anomalies targeting at reducing traffic losses coming from unexpected traffic increments, as well as the number of network reconfigurations performed to consequently adapt the network capacity. Since ALCOR needs to access monitoring data from several network nodes, it was placed in the centralized controller. Simulation results show remarkable saving in the number of reconfigurations, the total reconfiguration time and the traffic losses compared to a per-OD reconfiguration strategy.
The proposed distributed architecture presents some open aspects that can be summarized as follows: i) the network nodes need to be upgraded to introduce the anomaly detection functionality. This entails that the architecture of the network nodes needs to be extended to support extended monitoring and data analytics software, as well as monitoring programmability (i.e., monitoring parameter configuration). In addition, the architecture of the network controllers needs extensions to support modeling traffic from monitoring data, data analytics to make decisions (e.g., to initiate a network reconfiguration), monitoring programming, etc. ii) Related to monitoring programmability, the distributed architecture needs more monitoring parameters to be specified (i.e., per-OD traffic models and score thresholds), which requires extending the interface between the controller and network nodes. iii) In the migration process from nodes with and without extended capabilities, the data plane could include both node types, which would entail increasing the complexity of managing the data plane. In such cases, a hierarchical approach [22] can be implemented, where monitoring data from non-extended nodes can be collated in some intermediate element implementing the extended capabilities.
